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It's been three weeks since James rescued me from the coven, but things still haven't returned to

normal.My body shakes and I can't stop thinking about that night. As a welcome distraction, and an

effort to get me warm, James takes me on vacation to the Canary Islands.I instantly feel better, my

life finally returning to me.That is, until I uncover the truth about some strange disappearances and

get myself wrapped up in a dangerous world that I'm most definitely not welcome in.Now, with my

life at risk once again, I learn that not everyone is as they seem. And I no longer know who I can

trust.A Promise of Protection is the third book in Nicole Marie's slow build reverse harem erotic

paranormal fantasy series. These books contain explicit scenes and adult language and are

intended for mature audiences. Slight trigger warning regarding one scene with forced sexual

interaction.
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Amazing! This is the 3rd book in this series and it still has the suspense, thrill and romance that kept



me reading all through the night. So looking forward to the pre order of book 4.

Awesome

So this is the book that fully commits me to the series. We are seeing a full plot build and so many

plot twist it is so scrumptious. James is staking his claim to Charlie but accepts he might not be the

only one she cares for. We also learn a LOT about what happened to Charlie's team. "A Pull of

Midnight", readers are asking how is this a Reverse Harem at the end, but wait for it... A huge plot

twist that had me in the crowd screaming "A Big Standing O!!! (pun intended)

Omg I loved this book, the story continues where book two left off, Charlie cannot get warm since

helping Eirik, worried about her James takes her off on vacation but more drama, excitement and

mayhem occursWe get some answers to previous questions but more twists and turns create more

new questions. I seriously am addicted to this series and am very eager for the next book, for me

this story is a must read

I just can't even with James right now! I'm so mad at him. And Erik, just letting her go like that.

Thank goodness he redeemed himself at the end there. And Pete, oh Pete. Lots of action in this

one and a tiny small trigger warning of an almost situation. Love the ending on this one and can't

wait to see what James has to say for himself.

OHHHH this one has sooo much more suspense and action in it! Still the steamy scenes that we all

love, but there's more of a mystery in this one. I see more of Charlies cops side coming out in this

book which I feel gives her more depth that the pity party she was throwing herself in book 1. I also

love the affection she has towards Alex in the book. Book 4 can't come soon enough!

This installation was better than the first two. There was finally some actual headway on the

plot/mystery. However, I keep hoping the main character will live up to her supposedly strong

characterization, but she always manages to fall back on blind fear and hypocrisy in her interactions

with friends and naÃƒÂ¯vetÃ© and blustering with her enemies.... always waiting for one of her men

to save her. I thought this woman was a cop? Not only that, but a cop on a supernatural hit team? I

seriously don't see it.



I usually dont comment on typos but there was a lot. It felt a bit rushed. I mean i just feel unsatisfied

as compared to the first two. Not that i wont read the next one, because i will.
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